
INSECT REPELLENT AND INVESTIGATORY PROJECT

Investigatory Project Mosquito Repellent. Essay Topic: Project. A. Background of the Study. Mosquitoes are common
pests in the tropics they have been known.

These compounds help in scavenging free radicals, thus preventing cell damage and membrane alteration.
Another variable is the type of insect. Body odors and the carbon dioxide exhaled through breath attract the
insects, while repellents make people less appealing. The lemon grass plant or the oil extracted from it are
used in cooking, aromatherapy, medicinal preparations, teas and cosmetics. The Baygon insect killer was able
to kill or exterminate the insects within a short span of time ranging from 2 to 12 seconds while our
homemade organic insecticide kill insects, not in a very long time and ranges from 4 to 13 seconds. Citronella
oil, a common mosquito repellent, is extracted from citronella grass Cymbopogon nardus. Honey is healing
agent and also gives a creamy moisture ability to the repellent body spray. Can it be used in long ranges? It is
widely used in Asian for cooking and in perfumery and medicine. We can also determine which insects are
killed by the insecticides. Introduction A. In the scent, it was obvious that Baygon insect killer could kill
insect in just an instant second but it releases poisonous hazards and people may risk their health by poisoning
through excessive exposure depending on dose, toxicity, duration of exposure and sensitivity. The volatile oil
carvacrol present in oregano inhibits the growth of bacteria and other parasitic organisms. These studies can be
broken down into a series of categories: standard ethnobotanical studies and evaluations of plants that are
traditionally used to repel mosquitoes standard dose response,aboratory evaluations of solvent extractions of
plants without DEET positive controls standard dose response laboratory evaluations of solvent or extractions
or essential oils of plants with DEET positive controls coupled with GC-MS coupled gas
chromatography-mass spectrometry laboratory evaluations using time to first bite method comparing the plant
repellents to DEET and in addition several of those studies also analysed the constituents of the oil through
GC-MS. Distill the garlic to get the extract. Major constituents of lemon grass oil are citral, geraniol, myrcene,
citronellal and limonene. The variables that we will use are related to our study because we can determine
which insecticide is more effective. The historical long-time and widespread use of lemon grass oil all over the
world also speaks to its safety. Mold the mixed ingredients like a spiral shape then let it dry for a few days.
Learn these natural remedies or alternatives to commercial bug sprays and make your own DIY,


